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Abstract
This Article considers the development of urban law. It suggests that urban law is socio-legal in its exploration of law’s role in the production of the city and urban life, enabling the study of the city as a distinctive legal entity. Addressing the question “why urban law?,” this Article considers similar debates in geography and urban policy before developing three arguments for studying urban law: (i) urbanism is a vibrant field of scholarly research; (ii) socio-legal research can take an explicitly normative focus in pursuit of improving urban quality; and (iii) at a city scale we can investigate governance concepts of territory, sovereignty and jurisdiction. One of the difficulties with urban law is finding the right level of analysis, covering sufficient legal and empirical detail whilst also making the city legible at an urban scale. Although this tension produces imperfect compromises, accepting the limitations means that we can begin the shared task of developing an intellectual infrastructure, a grammar, for the study of urban law.
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A. Introduction
The extent of urban life is extraordinary. Half of humanity, 3.5 billion people, now live in cities with numbers expected to rise to over sixty percent by 2030.1 Employment opportunities, cultural diversity and connections attract people to urban areas, producing both increased density and sprawl. Yet cities are not just the sum of their populations—they have distinctive social, spatial, cultural, political, military, and economic characteristics. Writing in 1931, Chicago sociologist Lewis Wirth highlighted the capacity of cities for soft governance:

The influences which cities exert upon the social life of man are greater than the ratio of the urban population would indicate, for the city is not only in ever larger degrees the dwelling-place and the workshop of modern man, but it is the initiating and controlling center of economic, political, and cultural life that has drawn the most remote parts of the world into its orbit and woven diverse areas, peoples, and activities into a cosmos.2
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Urbanism, for Wirth, is a way of life, a collective endeavor, a “complex of traits which makes up the characteristic mode of life in cities.”

And yet despite the acknowledged significance of cities to modern society, or urbanism as a process, urban law remains under-developed as a field of study. Although scholars investigate housing, environmental, protest, or economic development law in cities, there is—so far—a relative lack of scholarship examining how cities produce regulation, rules, and policies and, correspondingly, how regulation, rules, and policies co-produce cities. Drawing on a wide range of legal methodologies—socio-legal, comparative, or doctrinal analysis—urban law can study the city as a distinctive legal entity.

Urban law is most identifiable as a cohesive sub-discipline in the United States. Here, scholars analyze both individual legal aspects of housing, zoning or planning, licensing, sustainability, consumer protection, poverty, race, and data law, as well as relationships between national and state government. Even in America, however, Nestor Davidson, Director of Fordham’s Urban Law Center, calls for “a renewed appreciation of urban law as a distinctive enterprise,” registering a decline in forty years of scholarship since Fordham’s Urban Law Journal was launched.4

This apparent absence of scholarship raises an academic question: How should we understand urban law? In Europe, there are few programmatic academic investigations, with the notable exception of Jean Bernard Auby’s pathbreaking Droit de la Ville, praised as “le seul manuel dédié à cet objet,” synthesizing materials for lawyers and non-lawyers alike.5 International lawyers, including Helmut Philipp Aust in Germany, have raised questions about how cities are beginning to assert themselves as internationally relevant actors through addressing climate change law or human rights implementation.6 European criminologists have long studied the city and its effects, suggesting that “to understand crime has been in many ways to understand the city.”7 Legal and critical theorists have tilted the lens, with Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos crafting an understanding of the city as a lawscape—embodying mutuality, and grasped as “the ever receding horizon of prior invitation by the one (the law/the city) to be conditioned by the other (the city/the law)”8, capturing the interaction between law and urban living. Other than these interventions, however, European urban law is still largely underdeveloped. To adapt the words of James Baldwin, one of America’s most famous expatriates, European cities have “a sense of the mysterious and inexorable limits of life,” but we have still to inculcate a sufficiently American “sense of life’s possibilities.”9

When studying cities, we often see urban analyses couched in disciplinary specialties. Geologists see rock formations, healthcare experts identify the scope for pandemic transmissions, economists and political geographers focus on financial flows, engineers appreciate load risks, historians track past lives and events, while social scientists observe urban cultures and politics. Few, so far, have looked for the legal gridlines that structure the city, producing relationships between cities and citizens, states, and national parliaments. Legal frameworks govern housing, transportation, and infrastructure, regulatory provisions and practices are critical to understanding policing, cultural innovation, and promotion of sustainable development. While urban studies
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have long been driven by debates about the appropriate level of analysis, balancing micro with macro, case studies, and theory, legal analysis is often beyond this cross-disciplinary boundary. By drawing regulation, rules, and policies into urban studies, urban law can contribute to these cross-disciplinary debates, asking how cities are legally co-produced, managing themselves, their residents—both human and otherwise—as well as their landscapes, financial flows, and reputations.

For socio-legal scholars, studying the city enables us to ask questions in action, that leitmotif of law in society work. We can focus on both processes and perspectives, understanding law as an ongoing dynamic activity, full of compromise, negotiation, and meaning-making. Urban lawyers can borrow from urban anthropologists who investigate modern urban life not only “in the city,” but also “of the city.”10 The city is more than a background location for fieldwork; the urban becomes the research question: How is urban life created, governed, and experienced? To understand the city from a socio-legal perspective, we do of course need to be open to the difficulties of being comprehensive, avoiding reduction where possible, whilst also acknowledging the need to retain legibility. It is not a simple task to study urban law, but it is one that is both timely and inviting.

B. Socio-Legal Studies and Methodology

Is urban law a socio-legal form of study? To answer this question, we need a working definition. For some scholars, socio-legal studies foregrounds society. Susan Silbey, argues, for example, that socio-legal studies require “a doubling of the social, both the subject and the method.”11 Other formulations understand socio-legal studies as the multidisciplinary studies of law and legal institutions. Such a framing puts law at the center—not “law first” necessarily—but identifying law and legal institutions as the subject of study, noting that “law” here can include rules, customs, norms, and practices because socio-legal scholars rarely confine their analysis to legislation, case law, or other formal sources. In this characterization, socio-legal studies can include doctrinal legal analyses, understanding the legal landscape to ground other empirical research or providing a basis from which to argue for reform.12

This broader formulation of socio-legal studies suggests that even when legal analytical methods predominate, if it is society rather than “law in books” that is under the microscope, it is the shift of subject—from law to society—that confers socio-legal significance to the research.13 We are altering our focus, as Carrie Menkel-Meadows explains, from the formalism of jurisprudence—“what is law”—or doctrinal studies of law—“what is” the law—to instead concerning ourselves with “what does law do?”14 So urban socio-legal studies investigate what urban law does, how it creates urban structures, policies, and practices, which themselves contribute to spatial, social, economic, cultural, and historical factors to produce the city itself.
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I. Qualitative Research

To investigate the interaction between law and society, methodologies and methods are articulated through a research design. Empirical socio-legal researchers use both qualitative and quantitative methods to empirically test their theories and hypotheses. Qualitative socio-legal research is predominantly naturalistic, ethnographic, and/or participatory, looking for evidence of meaning-making. Here, methodologies draw primarily from social science and humanities research, including, increasingly, anthropology. Many legal scholars would also argue that legal research, insofar as it draws on legislation, case law, and policy documents, is itself empirical, being concerned with observation or experience rather than theory or pure logic. Lisa Webley explains the connection, suggesting that “[m]any common law practitioners are unaware that they undertake qualitative empirical legal research on a regular basis—the case-based method of establishing the law through analysis of precedent is in fact a form of qualitative research using documents as source material.”

We can use qualitative research, defined broadly to include doctrinal, comparative, and law-in-context approaches, to investigate cities encompassing the many, the diverse, and the outsiders. As Hendrik Hartog explained in Pigs and Positivism, customs, histories, people, buildings, sightlines, and even pigs can make up a city. When an 1819 judgment prohibited the animals from running freely in the streets of New York, preferring judicial reasoning to established custom, this “creation of a modern bureaucracy, the transformation of relatively self-sufficient artisans and mechanics into a working class, and the growth of a commercial rural agriculture dedicated to feeding urban residents” combined to present a coherent articulation of nineteenth century urban modernity. For Hartog, it enabled the city to be “derived imaginatively” from the judgment prohibiting the pigs. Analyzing the judgment is a form of qualitative research, making meaning from the decision to better understand urban governance, reading decisions for both their ratio and for their absences, in this case the legal customs, everyday practices, and the perspectives of excluded participants, in this case, the pigs.

We must, as Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos explains, be careful of our vantage points and blind spots in urban law. We all experience “the city” differently, not least due to race, gender, age, or additional needs with racism, gender vulnerability, and ableist infrastructures often built into the fabric of cities. One famous story concerns the decision by Robert Moses to design bridges on parkways running through Long Island to be too low to allow regular use by buses, thereby preventing the two-thirds of New Yorkers who did not have access to a car from visiting the State’s beaches. In his biography of Moses, Robert Caro suggests that was a conscious decision, embedding political decisions in concrete rather than relying on legal restrictions:

Mr. Moses did this because he knew that something might happen after he was dead and gone. He wrote legislation [clauses prohibiting the use of pathways by “buses or other commercial vehicles”] but he knew you could change the legislation. You can’t change a bridge after it’s up. And the result of this is that a bus from New York couldn’t use the parkways if we wanted it to.
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In this New York context, anyone lacking access to a car could not rely on buses to use the roads. The rules permitting Moses to determine the height of bridges despite their discriminatory effect, provided a physical legacy still felt today, illustrating how rules can be built into the urban infrastructure itself. Pouring Moses’ decision-making into concrete made the prejudiced assumptions about who should leave the city to visit the beach both spatially difficult and expensive to alter. Similarly, the protection of statues of men involved in slavery or oppression by heritage bodies has caused huge pain and unhappiness to urban residents, prompting extra-legal responses to administrative procedures of officials. By recognizing these interrelationships, using qualitative research methods including close reading of texts, interviews, participant observations, and site visits, socio-legal scholars can investigate urban law as an ongoing dynamic activity—identifying how legal provisions, practices, customs, bridges, statues or pigs order the city.

II. Quantitative Research

Legal quantitative research does not differ significantly from quantitative research in other disciplines. Socio-legal scholars still design their projects, collect and code data, conduct analyses, and present results. The biggest difficulty in empirical legal research, as Andrew Epstein and Lee Martin suggest, is a lack of statistical understanding in their readership, communicating “complex statistical results to a community lacking in statistical training.” As with qualitative research, quantitative analyses can be exploratory, explanatory, and/or descriptive. Socio-legal scholars can add to this sustained interrogation of categories, which is premised on legal definitions that underpin the data.

One area where legal definitions and quantitative assessments interact is in indicators, an increasingly hot topic in comparative law, with possible implications for urban law. An indicator has been defined as “a named collection of rank-ordered data that purports to represent the past or projected performance of different units.” The critical aspect here is that the data are “generated through a process that simplifies raw data about a complex social phenomenon” and are, “in this simplified and processed form, . . . capable of being used to compare particular units of analysis (such as countries or institutions or corporations), synchronically or over time, and to evaluate their performance by reference to one or more standards.”

Exploring the genealogy of indicators, investigating how individual criteria have developed, by whom and for what purpose, has led Sally Merry to identify their “seductive qualities.” She raises the alarm, writing that indicators, “particularly those that rely on ranks or numbers, convey an aura of objective truth and facilitate comparisons” even while they “typically conceal their political and theoretical origins and underlying theories of social change and activism . . . [relying] on practices of measurement and counting that are them-selves opaque.” Scoring progress against indicators encourages partial compliance—and even cheating or changing definitions and assessments of whether compliance has been achieved. Scholars are critical of how indicators function
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as a technology of governance, noting their “deep managerial roots,” with Amanda Perry-Kassaris’ video providing an excellent representation of how indicators narrow down the view—translating something into a definition to be counted, relying on a particular form of recognizability—which may not translate into all contexts and cultures.²⁹ Indicators are both a form of knowledge production and a technique of governance, producing both co-option and resistance.³⁰

And yet, despite all of these critiques, indicators are likely to continue in policy evaluations. They provide a method to attempt to achieve equivalence, critical to any form of comparative urban assessment. By understanding quantitative data analysis, the legal formulations that underpin categorizations, and the critiques of numeric reduction, socio-legal scholars can contribute to these debates, explaining how legal and numeric taxonomies interact at the urban scale.

III. Urban Law: A Grammar

As analysts, in any discipline, we need some way to make cities legally legible, we cannot see the city in its legal totality, at a scale of 1:1. This frustration was famously captured by Luis Borges and Adolfo Bioy Casares’ one-paragraph story, On Exactitude in Science, where the Guild of Cartographers "struck up a map of the Empire whose size was that of the Empire, and which coincided point for point with it."³¹ To map on a scale of 1:1, the cartographers had to create a map as big as the space they were mapping, and in their case, the Empire. To map the urban on a scale of 1:1, we would have to create a city.

This necessity for analytical reduction is not only a problem for lawyers. Algebraic equations make the world readable to scientists, modern economics rests on a central tenet that profit and loss can be calculated—there are many mechanisms of legibility. If urban law aims to understand cities, then we need some mechanism of reduction, a form of intellectual infrastructure, to investigate how cities govern and are governed by people, places, reputations, and things. We cannot study the city in all its complexity.

So how do we reduce the city to be studied in urban law? One starting point is to attempt to identify the grammar of urban governance by identifying the key legal frameworks, the laws, cases, policy documents, practices, and legal cultures that govern cities—including local government arrangements, economic development, housing, transportation, public and community spaces, the community as a whole, criminal law and criminology, and infrastructure. We then use the socio-legal scholar’s toolkit: Theory, qualitative, quantitative, and/or doctrinal legal analysis to understand how cities are produced by, and produce, law. Socio-legal research investigates how law constitutes everyday social relations, in this case, in an urban setting. This includes a focus on administrative rationality, asking how a city sees as well as investigating how the city is produced, from the ground up.³² Quantitative data sets, including indicators, might be useful here—noting their limitations—particularly when paired with legal analyses. Although undoubtedly costly, urban law research can draw on multiple methods, engaging reflexively to interrogate and strengthen initial theories, questions, and findings.³³

The aim is to understand how cities are legally produced with an eye to identifying shared legal concepts, regulatory approaches and practices, as well as notable differences. We can adopt the insight, if not the full critique, of Jennifer Robinson, that most urban areas are “ordinary cities,”
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addressing similar problems—unaffordable housing, transport congestion, and air pollution—using analogous governance frameworks. Research has often prioritized capital and megacities—such as London, Paris, Shanghai, or New York—yet we need to study cities regardless of their size. An ordinary city approach avoids hierarchy, privileging the “mega-cities,” “global cities” or the metropolis over other cities and can help bridge geographical and epistemological divides, and broadens the number of cities understood as legal governance systems.34 As Belgian Geographer Nick Schuermans reviewing Robinson’s book notes, challenging the hierarchical production of urban theory:

Very rarely, a scholar from the Anglo-Saxon heartland would be expected to cite a Belgian case study for the sake of the originality of the theory, and not just to embellish his list of references with a publication from an exotic country imitating and confirming the theories produced in London, Los Angeles or New York.35

To truly understand the urban everyday, we need to understand “ordinary” as well as “mega” or “global” cities—assessing both the differences and similarities between them, and producing legal legibility for analysis.

C. Why “Urban”?

For lawyers, the urban area can fall into administrative boundaries, drawing a line beyond which a city government’s formal jurisdiction on local affairs does not run. One risk with this bounded approach is that it can transform urban law into local government or localized administrative law—raising the argument that we should no more study cities than rural administrative areas. A related concern is that focusing too much on city boundaries can also prioritize the rights, duties, and interests of city government—downplaying the significance of land ownership, private capital flows, ecosystems or movements by people, vehicles or pollutants. More fundamentally, a focus on local government boundaries misses the quality of urbanism as a way of life.

Such questions are not limited to urban law. One of the most perplexing questions for all urban scholars—be they in anthropology, sociology, politics, history, or geography—is why we would distinguish cities from other forms of human settlement. Should we have a specifically urban focus of analysis? What, if anything, is distinctive about cities or urban places?

Summarizing this critique in the 1980s, Doreen Massey explained that “[e]stablished theory has on the whole rested content with a rather unthought-out position that there is something called ‘the urban,’ that urban phenomena can be treated as independent variables.”36 This led some geographers to shift their interests, focusing on networks, mobilities, and global capitalist relations, aiming to understand cities as part of broader economic, spatial, and social processes.37 Marxist geographers raised questions about whether cities are better understood as facilitating capitalism, creating a class of workers to service wealth production, or embedding cities within broader economic and political relations.38 David Harvey, investigating how capital and urban
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processes interact and what they spatially produce, concluded that capital accumulation takes place within geographical context, producing specific kinds of geographical structures, including cities.\(^{39}\) Henri Lefebvre suggested that urbanization processes create the conditions for capitalism, underpinning his claim that “society has been completely urbanized.”\(^{40}\) For scholars studying the urban effects of empire, relationality proves significant. Colonial cities should not be understood as a particular category of city, explains Anthony King, but rather as the interaction of distinct elements, including national society, territory, and location, as well as the particular process of colonization experienced.\(^{41}\) This critique recognises that urbanism is also a process, challenging a conception of “the urban” as just a type of place.

There are also geographic boundary criticisms. Where does the city end and the rural start? How should we understand the causes and effects of urban expansion, decentralization, and suburbanization? Roger Keil has argued that urbanization today “is mainly suburbanization in its manifold differentiation” with the “form and life of the global suburb” taking “shape in a general dynamic of multiple centralities and decentralities.”\(^{42}\) Infrastructure is networked, often—though not always in a “modern infrastructural ideal”—patterned urban and suburban areas in way we often take for granted outside of rural settlements, where fuel supplies, broadband connections, and sanitation connections may be missing.\(^{43}\) Given these networked infrastructures, can we effectively draw lines around a city boundary?

A further challenge is to identify the best scale for research, with researchers often finding that urban inequality occurs in neighborhoods, rather than in cities as a whole. Scholars identify housing choices and residential mobility as having the capacity to improve neighborhood deprivation at the neighborhood scale.\(^{44}\) They examine experiences of structural racism, high rates of poverty, and social isolation in communities suffering from poor infrastructure, job opportunities, and reputational stigma.\(^{45}\) Economic geographers, in particular, investigate urban difference at a granular level to try to understand whether living or growing up in certain neighborhoods affects life chances—even when they are embedded in broader national, regional or city-wide processes such as recessions, de-industrialization, or local government austerity.\(^{46}\) Scholars researching one Swedish neighborhood found that “individuals who lived with their parents in a poverty concentration neighborhood, experience negative effects on their income later in life, even seventeen years after they have left their parental home.”\(^{47}\) Although there is much more that needs to be understood here, research so far indicates that housing tenure and social welfare programs
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appear to improve neighborhood outcomes, providing more equitable life chances for children growing up in deprived urban areas.48

Despite these findings, legal rules and practices are rarely implemented at a neighborhood scale, with these effects continuing to be poorly understood, despite studies of “the divided city.”49 Neighborhoods have been studied in the context of planning and ideologies of localism, or as relationships between neighbors.50 Scholars have addressed legal questions at a micro-scale, particularly on the street or sidewalk, investigating how such interactions are produced and managed51, and these are important contributions to understanding how urban flows are regulated by people, objects, rules, and practices. However, just as urban studies cannot ignore neighborhood effects on health, wealth or participation, neither can urban law. We need city, neighborhood, and street-scale analyses to combine if we are to understand urban legal dynamics. The task is to use the granular findings from streets and neighborhoods to inform a broader understanding of urban law, even if this widens out our understanding of “the urban”.

Yet another critique of urban law is that governance arrangements vary, with many cities having only limited jurisdictional scope. Not all can determine economic policies, make their own transportation improvements, or cap rents. Sometimes responsibility rests with regional government, as with German Länder. At other times, as in the United Kingdom, centralized governments make the most fundamental urban decisions, limiting local tax raising powers, controlling local budgets, and mandating rental laws and employment frameworks. Different histories embodying the legacies of the Hanseatic League or Italian city states have emerged into distinctive jurisdictional arrangements.52 The task of urban law must acknowledge the variabilities of constitutional law, identifying the powers of cities. Having set out the local government framework, urban law must then go beyond it, explaining how cities operate in both law and policy in the gaps that are left—or in the governance fields cities claim, depending on the jurisdiction. Such analyses can draw work in international law where scholars consider the scale of human rights53 investigating their possibility at the city-level, questioning the value of legalizing urban citizenship, and analyzing the effects of framing places as sanctuary cities.

A broader riposte still to urban law is to ask whether—even if we study deprivation, pollution, and poor housing quality in cities—we should neglect economic, welfare, or environmental law outside urban and spatial boundaries. Is housing law not the same inside and outside of cities? Even if we argue that some policy problems accumulate in certain places, that air quality is worse in urban areas and high demand can exacerbate poor quality housing, this is not necessarily an argument for urban law per se.
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The imperfect answer to all of these criticisms is that they undoubtedly hold a kernel of truth, and yet we should still act. Half of humanity, 3.5 billion people, live in cities, many in quite terrible personal circumstances, produced by a lack of regulatory oversight of housing quality, pollution control, or planned economic development. Urban law gives us a rare opportunity to engage holistically, investigating how laws interact in time and space from the ground up. We cannot capture every urban aspect. Instead, urban lawyers attempt to study cities from the inside, trying to commit to paper how the city operates around us and how legal rules on local government, finance, transportation, education, sustainability, housing, policing, and protesting—to name just a few—operate at the same time.

D. Why Urban “Law”?
Taking all these difficulties and limitations on board, we can identify three further sets of reasons to develop urban law as a field of study: The first is the subject’s potential to contribute to vibrant interdisciplinary research; the second is to put law in service of improved urban quality; the third is to further develop legal concepts and understandings of interest to lawyers including governance, territory, jurisdiction, sovereignty, networks, and money.

I. Urbanism
The first argument for urban law is perhaps the most compelling—urbanism is interesting. In 1973, New York urban lawyer Frank Grad suggested that then, in a period of urban decline, one contributing factor to the relative lack of urban law scholarship rested on “the many so-called urbanists who either hate the city or have given up on it.” Today, cities and urban living are back in vogue, providing a growing focus for interdisciplinary research. Cities attract socio-legal scholars, the intellectual descendants of Ehrlich’s study of “living law,” keen to study urban rules and practices in urban sites that are still, to some extent, living laboratories—to use the language of 1930s Chicago sociology. Anthropological and sociological methodologies and methods, particularly ethnography, interviews, and observations, provide valuable ways for scholars interested in urban law to gather data to better understand the legal production of the city, even if at the moment much of this research is undertaken by scholars with their initial training outside of law.

And so, despite the vibrant discourse of urban studies, legally-focused scholarship is, with notable exceptions, mostly absent. Nonetheless, lawyers have much to contribute here, asking
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about the significance of property, feeding into debates about urban land acquisition, protest and free expression, policing and urban criminology, and cultural practices—complementing sociological focus not only on people in cities but also people in urban law and society.

Certainly, the ideal type of the European city, so influenced by Weber and his Die Stadt with its emphasis on urban associations, cannot provide a single template for urban law. Weber’s “Politico-Administrative concept of the City” undoubtedly informs urban life in some countries but cannot encapsulate all cities in their entirety. In particular, as Weber himself noted, urbanism as a form of consciousness is distinct from its physical embodiment. Contrasting these as the cité and the ville, Richard Sennett identifies the cité as representing “the character of life in a neighborhood,” its anthropology and a “kind of consciousness,” while ville encompasses the built environment—both buildings and “the product of the maker’s will.” These two conceptions can be bridged, Sennett argues, if the urbanist is a partner to the urbanite, being both critical and self-critical. Similarly, for urban lawyer and theorist Andreas Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos, there is far more to cities than built environment alone, remaining in pursuit of careful critical analysis which produces “the ideal conversion from urbs to civitas.”

Fordham’s Nestor Davidson and Nisha Mistry also point to the broader possibilities for urban law, borrowing from Jan Gehl’s 1973 Life Between Buildings, to call for “Law Between Buildings,” providing a careful investigation of cities beyond their physical form. With participatory governance a conventional way to understand the cité, and planning, building and infrastructure regulations conventional ways to understand the ville, urban lawyers can bring their appreciation for how these regimes interact, by producing, for example, opportunities for local residents to object to contentious development applications, even if they are not always heard.

Urban studies can also be enriched through analysis of repeated techniques used in urban law, fitting into modern debates framed as “planetary urbanism”, drawing on the broader question about what is distinctive about “the urban”, whether there is an “outside” to urbanity. This line of scholarship, developed by Neil Brenner and Christian Schmid, builds on Henri Lefebvre’s argument from the 1960s that, given the extension of networks both human, technological and financial, we are, in effect, “all urban now”. These arguments are highly theorized and polarized, highlighting urbanization as a process, prioritizing dynamics in terms of explanatory power, preferring to understand “urban” as a verb rather than as a noun. Theories of planetary urbanism have been criticized for “occluding” central aspects of urban studies, including difference, centrality, and the everyday, as well as privileging particular epistemologies. Arguing for progressive urban change, Clive Barnett and Susan Parnell have noted that while planetary urbanism provides space for aspects of Southern urban realities, it does not provide much assistance in thinking
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concretely about how local city governments can find opportunities about how city-based actors can be supported “to expand their influence and agency relative to national and international actors such as firms, political parties or governments.”

And yet while there may be limits to the planetary urbanism thesis, the focus on repetition within debates on planetary urbanism provides space for lawyers to demonstrate how repeated practices—sometimes by global commercial players using familiar techniques of property management and urban renewal—can replicate across jurisdictions. In Urban Warfare: Housing Under the Empire of Finance, Special Rapporteur on Adequate Housing, Raquel Rolnik argues that the financialization of housing since 2008 has been disastrous for many left homeless and dispossessed. Rolnik points to familiar legal techniques, often resting on property commodification, including home ownership, sub-prime mortgages, and the right to buy, arguing that these legally facilitated transactions enable global urban wealth to be concentrated disproportionately in the hands of a few. Many cities have been affected by the same legal techniques, conceptually similar, if tweaked by jurisdiction.

Similarly, repeated practices have characterized urban retail development. Legal and spatial enclosures of previously public spaces, “malls without walls,” are often based on repeated prototypes, particularly using long leases from public authorities to private developers for 250 years—whilst maintaining on websites or public documents that the city still owns the land, which of course it does in terms of the freehold estate, though this is a long-postponed interest in reversion. The standard pattern is to masterplan a neglected urban area, using public powers of compulsory purchase and highway adaptation to subdue unruly landscapes into economically productive sites of consumption, governed by standard leases networks of experience.

Transportation is also subject to repeated moves, including the designation of express or motorways, governed often at a national or regional scale, used by individual and corporate drivers. Automobility is a cultural, economic, and political practice, which, all around the world is “the predominant global form of ‘quasi-private’ mobility that subordinates other mobilities of walking, cycling, travelling by rail and so on, and reorganizes how people negotiate the opportunities for, and constraints upon, work, family life, childhood, leisure and pleasure.” Observing these repeated patterns and practices provides legal scholars opportunities to investigate transfers of both progressive and regressive urban practices. More fundamentally, by exposing the legal basis for these practices, urban lawyers can ask whether these repetitions are urban in their conception or in their effect. Urban lawyers have real scope to contribute to broader debates on whether “the urban” is a place or a process, engaging with debates in “planetary urbanism” or “planetary gentrification” explaining how we can often see the same techniques used again and again. It is in picking up these repeated legal forms—as well as noting progressive good practice or cultural distinctions—that urban law can develop in its own right as well as contributing to comparative legal development and urban studies.
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II. Law in Service of Urban Quality

The United Nations couch their call for policy engagement by extrapolating from current trends, in that “the future will be urban for a majority of people, the solutions to some of the greatest issues facing humans—poverty, climate change, healthcare, education—must be found in city life.”

The city provides a test case for policy questions, while “sustainable urbanism” becomes a policy rubric to address shared problems of infrastructure, housing, economic development, and environmental adequacy. This is a pragmatic—if sometimes contested—strategy. For while sustainable development has long been understood as a contested subject, modern formulations, beginning with the Millennium Goals, have reduced complexity—compared to Agenda 21’s 351 pages—fitting objectives onto a single page, using simplicity to raise public awareness, facilitating mobilization, advocacy, and continuity.

Law and legal practice are clearly relevant to this progressive task. The “New Urban Agenda” was adopted at the United Nations Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development (Habitat III) in Quito, Ecuador in 2016 and endorsed by the United Nations General Assembly later that year. It presents a “shared vision,” promoting the agenda as “a powerful tool for sustainable development for both developing and developed countries.” The Agenda incorporates the newly developed Sustainable Development Goal 11, which proclaims that we should make “cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.” Such policy activity is increasingly coupled with rising interest in behavioral economics or “nudge theory” in policy and decision-making circles, encouraging scholars to contribute understanding of “the human dimension” in more accessible forms.

Any legal contributions come, of course, with an acknowledgement of disciplinary normativity, explicitly acknowledging urban aims to build better, cleaner, and more equitable cities. It requires urban law scholars explicitly to lay bare their intellectual foundations, which is an unfamiliar scholarly move.

Socio-legal studies are primarily concerned with the “how,” investigating the ways in which law and society, people and rules, customs and practices, objects and places, interact and inter-relate. Of course, it will always be critically important to separate the research from policy prescriptions. Nonetheless, urban law has potential not only to understand the “how” but also to inform the “how to.” Socio-legal studies have seen increasing numbers of self-identified “scholar activists” at a time where politicians have sometimes claimed that “people have had enough of experts” or where identifying a point as “academic” consigns it to the sidelines of debate.

M. V. Lee Badgett, writing in The Public Professor: How to Use Your Research to Change the World, calls on scholars to engage with problems of climate change, social and economic inequality, war, violence, threats to democracy, and infrastructure meltdowns. He argues that while “it’s tempting to keep our heads in books and computers, hoping that our students and published ideas will trickle down from the ivory tower into the world to make a difference,” this rarely happens. Indeed, Badgett believes that “giving into this temptation would be a lost opportunity and an abdication of our social responsibility.” Martin Partington agrees, particularly given the growing preference for law and policy engagement.
for “evidence-based” policy-making, noting drily that evidence-based policymaking is always “likely to be better than policy-making shaped by anecdote or personal preference.”

Of course, taking a normative position, being “pro-urban,” is not a neutral step. It is important to be explicit about it, separating “research” from “policy implementation” to the greatest extent possible. Given socio-legal academics’ substantial—if sometimes imperfect—academic freedom all research starts from a subjective viewpoint. It is increasingly important to acknowledge researcher positionality within socio-legal studies. Urban law is no different in this respect.

In the absence of formal treaties or legislation focusing on urban law, charters and indicators provide one way to engage in detailed legal scrutiny of explicitly pro-urban agendas, using well-established doctrinal skills. The 1996 Habitat II Charter, agreed to in Istanbul, had already called for legal implementation of urban objectives, including through “national laws and development priorities, programs and policies,” as “the sovereign right and responsibility of each State in conformity with all human rights and fundamental freedoms […] to achieve the objectives of adequate shelter for all and sustainable human settlements development.” Such definitions provide lawyers with opportunities to track language and meanings, noting how rhetorically attractive declarations can shift objectives over time.

In housing, Habitat II already emphasized the importance of legal rights to security of tenure in 1996 when it called for states to provide “legal security of tenure and equal access to land to all people, including women and those living in poverty.” Nevertheless, by 2016, the Habitat III Quito Declaration on Sustainable Cities and Human Settlements for All, security of tenure, such a key legal concept, was only to be “promoted.” Paragraph 13, rather than confirming the significance of secure tenure, “envisage[s] cities and human settlements that: Fulfil their social function, including the social and ecological function of land, with a view to progressively achieving the full realization of the right to adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, without discrimination.” The understanding of hard and soft law, policy, and the limits of rights legislation by lawyers, is critical to understand what States have signed up to.

Such linguistic and legal limits to international declarations have long been understood. Their limitations provide one reason why modern global urban policymaking has turned to targets and indices to encourage progress. Sustainable Development Goal 11 “to make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable” has been crafted in ostensibly quantitative form, with four priority targets and accompanying indices. The four targets are to: (i) Improve housing and upgrade slums; (ii) reduce harm to people and economic losses from disasters; (iii) reduce the adverse per capita environmental impact of cities, particularly from air quality and waste management; and (iv) substantially increase the number of cities and human settlements adopting and implementing integrated policies and plans. The SDG housing target 11.1 assesses whether States can “[b]y 2030, ensure access for all to adequate, safe and affordable housing and basic services and upgrade slums,” with an indicator measuring the “proportion of urban population living in slums, informal settlements or inadequate housing.”
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As Sally Merry et al. have explained in their explorations of the genealogies of indicators, categorizations are deductive, raising democratic questions of who assesses, what is measured, and why.91 One task for legal scholars is to engage with the definitions that underpin these targets and indicators in meaningful ways. Clearly, definitions of a “slum” or a “plan” can vary considerably92 so that even if slums and plans can be counted, they may not all be equivalents, with the potential that some quite shocking urban housing conditions could be ignored. A definition of a “slum” matters, particularly when listing the proportion of a country’s urban population living in slums93: any number is not absolute, instead it provides a perspective of what a “slum” is and how it can be counted. Theoretical and political objections remain to using reductive quantified assessments of this type that may miss important lived realities, while data tables and visualizations are only as reliable as the information entered into the software. Focusing on SDG 11, and indicator 11.1 specifically, the United Nations itself acknowledges the difficulties in differentiating between slum and non-slum areas, suggesting that, “methodologically, such an approach would start with innovative digital-based satellite imagery analysis, coupled with community ground-truthing and local observation, and participatory slum mapping.”94

Ultimately, lawyers can make their own decisions as to whether or not to engage with these debates. Sally Merry has encouraged scholars to think about how to make indicators better, avoiding the overgeneralization, over-homogenization, and lack of context that so often limit the development and application of indicators.95 Arguing that numbers can give us important knowledge, she exhorts policymakers to get more complicated and nuanced information into the process, particularly by drawing on categories of knowledge and information from the people themselves.96 Socio-legal research is particularly well-suited to contributing to this task, drawing both on understanding of legal and official policy formulations as well as conducting empirical investigations into everyday meanings and understandings of key terms.

We should, then, be sensitive to the limits of quantitative analysis, slow to suggest that a particular legal framework can definitively improve a given variable, be that economic growth or urban quality. Some legal concepts have already indicated their potential in urban law. The best known, perhaps, is the “right to the city,” formulated both in political geography and in legal form, primarily rhetorical but sometimes also a legal right.97 Activists and scholars have used the concept of a right to formulate a deontological response to problems of urban insecurity as well as challenging growing private control of public functions and spaces. Similarly, the legal concept of security of tenure is understood to promote housing safety, linked to wellbeing at the neighborhood scale.98 One question here is whether equivalent—and this is the key test—framings of security of tenure can reduce populations living in urban housing insecurity. A German lease differs significantly from an English lease in terms of renter protection, yet security of tenure can be
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achieved in both with sufficient political will. Rights and security of tenure are recurring legal concepts often producing, both in their observance or non-observance, how a city feels. Does it have high levels of civic engagement and political participation? Are there many people living on the streets or in inadequate housing? Urban studies do not conventionally study the work done by legal concepts even though, as Raquel Rolnik reminds us, there is remarkable repetition in cities all over the world.

### III. Governance Concepts

A third, more conceptual justification for urban law is that cities provide spaces to work out ongoing puzzles. These include the interaction of territory, sovereignty, and jurisdiction at a manageable legal scale. This is useful for internally-facing legal studies, but also for engaging with related social science and arts disciplines where legal frameworks are often disregarded in favor of more theoretical or conceptual frameworks of governance.

There is clearly scope for synthesis in qualitative work on urban decision-making studying the processes through which government is organized and delivered in urban areas as well as the relationships between state agencies and civil society. Questions of democratic representation, power, and decision-making have been longstanding issues of interest, with classic American studies, for example, producing discordant results. For while Hunter Floyd identified a small, interlocking elite as governing 1950s Atlanta, Robert Dahl rejected such “sovereignies,” finding instead a pluralist model of community power in 1980s New Haven. Urban governance scholars aim to understand the interaction of public, private, and community participants, all of which happens within a legal framework, and usually, structures of democratic participatory involvement, which may—of course—be more or less ignored depending on the type of decision being made.

Recent urban research indicates, however, that there is more interaction between the legal and governance worlds than might at first be supposed. In their study of “seeing like an investor” in London, Mike Raco et al. conclude that complex imaginations of planning and regulation have led to many firms realizing that “market success results from becoming more deeply embedded in the local political, social, and regulatory environments in which they are investing.” This finding echoes studies of de-centered governance where lawyers and political scientists are reaching largely compatible conclusions, including the Foucauldian insight that power and control are disposed amongst social actors and the state, a finding which has been particularly significant in studies of “street level bureaucrats.” For as socio-legal scholars know well, regulatory decisions are dynamic, both in their drafting and in their enforcement, with processes sometimes informing the look, feel, or smell of a city as much as planned decisions.
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Municipal budgets provide yet another relatively understudied aspect of law, despite their undoubted effects on urban areas. Cities may have the broadest jurisdictions and range of powers, but if they lack allocated funds or cannot directly tax their residents, they are limited in what they can achieve. In a call to update studies of public law in the 1980s, Terence Daintith identified “imperium” and “dominium” as mechanisms of governance. For Daintith, imperium represents a legislative expression of government deployment of force—or the threat of force—and respect for rules, while dominium describes policy instruments that involve the deployment of wealth by government. The two interact, particularly after periods of budget reductions. While localism initiatives can bring much vaunted freedom for local authorities to set their own imperium regulatory priorities, the ability to enact urban rules reduces when coffers are bare.

Money matters enormously to legal studies of urban governance. With financial austerity so devastating in many cities, these concepts prove useful in understanding decisions between mandatory and discretionary funding choices. This governance distinction is often blurred in practice as Mia Gray and Anna Barford explain in their study of urban child welfare. For while protection for “at risk” children is mandatory, the funding of youth centers is discretionary, with many vulnerable children relying on youth centers for socializing and networks of support. Understanding the inter-relationship between funding and administrative rationality is critical to understanding the practice of urban law and governance.

The urban context also provides space for legal scholars to continue to study ongoing questions of networks, jurisdiction, scale, territory, and sovereignty. So far, these questions have primarily emerged in studies of international law and settler colonialism, with notable exceptions only in municipal law. Territory, in particular, is understood as a politico-geographic concept, as well as a process, whose relevance to administrative law is not yet well understood. Sometimes, jurisdiction is understood as having fixed geographic boundaries. However, lawyers know well that jurisdiction can be contested and does not necessarily stop at national boundaries. There are also tensions between globalization and territory, which the city, particularly with an understanding of both repeated public and private practices, as well as networks and infrastructures, can help us to interrogate. Lastly, urban law continues to provide a rewarding context in which to
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investigate legal pluralism in both formal and informal settings. Cities provide a “bottom up” way to investigate territory, networks, and jurisdictional scaling in one place, developing a new scholarly setting for legal studies.

E. Conclusion

Urban law is an emerging field of socio-legal studies where scholars aim to understand how law produces and is produced by the city. While the urban is understood as a form or place, legal research can also identify repeated provisions and practices that contribute to urban patterns, particularly in land use, transportation or infrastructure, even if these techniques are not necessarily urban in and of themselves. Identifying these repeated legal moves, drawing on specific provisions and practices, can help identify what is distinctive about “the urban” as a subject of study. Urban law can also be pragmatic, starting “on the streets”, in quite classic socio-legal fashion, investigating cities in their everyday form, asking how urban areas are legally produced and co-produced as well as how better urban laws and legal practices might produce more sustainable, equitable and hopeful cities.

One of the key difficulties for urban law lies in identifying the right level of analysis, covering sufficient legal and empirical detail whilst also making the city legible at an urban scale. Focusing on small-scale case studies can illustrate repeated patterns or trends with investigations explaining, as Don Mitchell notes, “the structured and intense struggles” in urban development processes. Such granular analyses, Mitchell explains, need to be studied alongside an understanding of the legal framework of law, governance, and practices within which cities operate. As this article has explained, finding an intellectual infrastructure remains a key task for urban law, recognizing that scalar tensions produce imperfect compromises. Nevertheless, we should accept this challenge, just as cities continue to grow and develop so too should urban law.
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